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TAYLOR GT811E GREAND THEATER - NATURAL

More and more players want the playing comfort of a smaller acoustic guitar without having to sacrifice tone. So Taylor master builder
Andy Powers set out to design a new guitar that could deliver on both fronts — combining the inviting feel of a compact instrument with
the rich voice of a full-size, all-solid-wood guitar.

Designed from the ground up, the new Taylor GT™ (short for Grand Theater) introduces a new category of acoustic guitar in size, feel
and sound. Crafted on Taylor’s California campus, the GT’s uniquely modern proportions make it super fun and easy to play, with a big
sonic personality worthy of any pro player’s toolbox.

Featuring all-solid-wood construction, the GT belies its size with a high-octane musical response. The secret sauce is our new C-Class™
voicing architecture inside the guitar. Inspired by our acclaimed V-Class® bracing, the C-Class design enhances the volume and sustain,
while its unique asymmetrical pattern accentuates the lower frequencies. This allows the GT to produce a surprisingly warm bass
response for its compact dimensions. The sound is sweet, focused and responsive — perfect for recording or plugging in with our ES2
pickup.

Features:

Formato: Grand Theater
Top: Abete Sitka
Fondo e fianchi: Palissandro
Bracing: Classe C
Binding: Acero
Legno del manico: Mogano neo-tropicale
Manico: Standard Carve
Tastiera: Crelicam Ebony
Intarsi: Element in madreperla
Tasti: 20
Scala: 24,125" (612,75mm)
Meccaniche: Taylor Smoked Nickel Mini
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Ponte: Ebano
Capotasto: 1.719"
Elettronica: Taylor ES-2
Colore: Naturale
Finitura: Lucida
Custodia AeroCase inclusa
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